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Abstract
Data intensive computing deals with computational methods and architectures
to analyze and discover intelligence in huge volumes of data generated in many
application domains. Cloud computing is a major aim for data intensive
computing, as it allows scalable processing of massive amount of data. It is a
promising next-generation computing paradigm given its many advantages such as
scalability, reliability, elasticity, high availability, and low cost. Here the problem
is huge data and is growing exponentially. Here we are using MapReduce model to
compress data. But the problem with MapReduce is fault tolerance and reliability,
this problem can be overcomed by using Hadoop framework. Hadoop framework
will provide high fault tolerance, high throughput and is suitable for applications
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Data intensive computing is the process of collecting, managing, analyzing,
and understanding data at volumes and rates that push the frontier of current
technologies. It deals with computational methods and architectures to analyse
and discover intelligence in huge volumes of data generated in many application
domains.
Cloud computing is a major aim for data intensive computing, as it allows
scalable processing of massive amount of data [1]. It is a promising next-generation
computing paradigm having many advantages such as scalability, reliability,
elasticity, high availability, and low cost.
1
1.2. CLOUD COMPUTING Introduction
1.2 Cloud Computing
Cloud is the computer hardware that holds all digital data. It is a computing
platform capable of distributing applications and data to geographically dispersed
location. There is no cloud without data. You can use the cloud through internet,
remote location and mobile applications.
Cloud computing is a pay for use model and you only pay what you use,
when you use, like renting furnished home. The users are charged according to
whatever they use in cloud services like computing, storage, and network service
[2]. It is emerging information technology and delivery model that enables real
time delivery of congurable computing resources. It stores the data in many
places through virtualization. It can help you create more secure and ecient
infrastructure with private and public. The infrastructure service whole thing
is maintained by providers like softlayer amazon, Microsoft, and rockspace. It
becomes very signicant in the information technology and business model, it
have limited storage and computing capacity. The user no needs to buy software
and hardware through internet they can use. The key of cloud computing is not
focusing on the hardware is just focused on your website.
Salesforce.com is the rst mover of cloud computing (1999). They introduced
the concept of delivering enterprise applications via simple website. Amazon is the
next mover(2002). Google docs brought the cloud computing to the fore front of
public consciousness (2006). Amazon is introduced Elastic Compute Cloud (2006)
and recently Microsoft started Microsoft Azure (2010) in cloud computing.
Without cloud the organizations in past is
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Figure 1.1: Without Cloud
When an organization started that will be developed like this, but here it
will take a lot of time, money and everything. It is very dicult to maintain a
organization in the past. But, presently using cloud no need of anything you can
get it just through internet.
Figure 1.2: Cloud
1.3 Cloud computing service
 Software as a service (SaaS)
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 Platform as a service (PaaS)
 Infrastructure as a service (IaaS)
1.4 Motivation
Data is growing and growing at an enormous rate. Each day 2.5 quintilion bytes
of data is generated and available across dierent domains life and work. Due to
the enormous size of data, it becomes dicult to store and analyze data eciently.
The traditional systems are incapable to scaling of data at this rate. Hence, we
must come up with ecient and novel storage and processing solutions to handle
this data. In this regard, we propose a novel based on cloud to aid in storage and
processing of big data.
1.5 Problem Statement
The growing of data is a big problem. Big data is creating large growing les and
these les are of terabytes or petabytes. The data comes from users, application,
system and sensors. Data is so large that it becomes dicult to process using the
traditional system. The big data challenges are Velocity, Volume, and Varity.
The business people nd it dicult to analyze the unstructured data, due to
which unstructured data gets wasted and is not captured, even if captured its not
easy to analyze
4
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Figure 1.3: Growth of data speed and size
Parameters 90's 00's 10's
Capacity 2.1GB 200GB 3000GB
Price $157 $0.5 $0.05
Speed 16.6MBPS 56.5MBPS 210MBPS
Time Required 126sec 58min 4hours
Table 1.1:
1.5.1 How the data is generated
Every person, every employee, every organization and everybody in the world
needs data. Their generated data is very large. In today's world the growing of
data is a big challenge. Previously, the user brought the data from single processor
but now everybody is using multiple servers and processers.
Data is being generated and gathered by workers. The data is stored in
the form of digital. In these days Facebook is 1st place to generate more data,
5
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Unsorted Data Structured Data
90% 10%
Table 1.2:
everybody is maintaining accounts and sharing photos and videos. It is clearly
mentioned in the below gure about data generation. The data is generated
through social media (like Facebook and Google), YouTube's, text messages,
videos, climate modelling, twitter tweets, blogs emails, photos and music. Every
organization and business and everything in the world running based on the data
only. So it is estimated that data could be 33 zettabytes by 2020.
Figure 1.4: Top ten largest databases in (2007)
Every day, we create 2.5 quintillion bytes of data - so much that 90% of the data
in the world today has been created in the last two years alone. This data comes
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from everywhere: sensors used to gather climate information, posts to social media
sites, digital pictures and videos, purchase transaction records, and cell phone GPS
signals to name a few. This data is big data.
Data is the most precious raw material in the 21st century. The data may be
structured or unstructured, private or public.
Figure 1.5: Facebook (21 petabytes in 2010)
1.5.2 Sample events generating data
 Facebook has more than 800 million active users and more than 75% are
outside of U.S. More than 250 million photos are uploaded to Facebook
every day. Facebook generates 25 Petabytes of data every day.
 The number of text messages that will be sent today is greater than the
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population of the entire world.
 29 billion emails are sent every day. That's one every .00000015 seconds
 97,000 tweets sent every second.
 400 tweets per minuet contain youtube link.
 Air bus generate 10 TB every 30 minutes, About 640 TB is generated in one
ight.
 5 billion camera phones are there worldwide most of them have location
awareness (GPS).
 In 2009 the total data was estimated to be 1 ZB, in 2020 it is estimated to
be 35ZB.
1.6 Objective
The objective of this thesis is to propose a novel cloud solution to handle and
process big data. We intent to review the existing literature on mechanism that
store and analyze big data. After establishing a foundation on the subject matter
we would like to propose modications to improve the performance metrics
1.7 Organisation of Thesis
Chapter 1:Introduction In this chapter we are going to discuss the concepts of
Data Intensive Computing and Cloud Computing.
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Chapter 2:Related Work In this chapter we are going to discuss background
concepts of Data Intensive Computing and the problems that occur in Data
Intensive Computing
Chapter 3:Proposed Method In this chapter we are going to discuss the
disadvantage of Big Data and how we are going to solve the problem of Big Data






Cloud is the computer hardware that holds all digital data. It is a computing
platform capable of distributing applications and data to geographically dispersed
locations. There is no cloud without data. You can use the cloud through internet,
remote locations and mobile app as well.
What is Cloud Computing?
Cloud computing is a pay for use model and you only pay what you use, like
renting furnished home. The users are charged according to whatever they use in
cloud services like computing, storage, and network services. It is an emerging
information technology and delivery model that enables real time delivery of
congurable computing resources. It stores the data in many places through
virtualization. It can help you create more secure and ecient infrastructure with
10
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private and public clouds. The whole infrastructure service thing is maintained
by providers like softlayer, amazon, Microsoft, and rockspace. It has become very
signicant in the information technology and business model, it has limited storage
and computing capacity. The user need not buy software or hardware they can
use through internet . The key of cloud computing is not focusing on the hardware
is just focused on your website.
Salesforce.com is the rst mover of cloud computing (1999). They introduced
the concept of delivering enterprise applications via simple website. Amazon is
the next mover(2002). Google docs brought the cloud computing to the fore
front of public consciousness (2006). Amazon introduced Elastic Compute Cloud
(2006) and recently Microsoft started Microsoft Azure (2010) in cloud computing.
Cloud computing services:
 Software as a service (SaaS)
 Platform as a service (PaaS)
 Infrastructure as a service (IaaS)
Software as a service (SaaS):
It is at the top most layer of the cloud computing stack. It is a model for
delivering applications online. Here the cloud providers have created full
applications running on server farms that may themselves be geographically
distributed for time. Still Salesforce.com has been held up as the premier SaaS
provider , Facebook, Flickr, eBay, Yahoo Stores, Amazon Marketplace, the
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backup-storage provider Carbonite, and even the nancial assistant Mint.com
oer SaaS as well. [4]
Platform as a service (PaaS):
Figure 2.1: Platform as a Service
It is one step up vendors provide precongured computers running operating
systems (OS) and applications. Amazon provides users with a variety of highly
specialized oerings and also provides scalable databases, Web-accessible storage,
message queues, and the "Mechanical Turk" system for organizing human
computation. One of another example is the Google App Engine, it is a system
for high performance computing. Microsoft is also a supplier: its Azure service
provides precongured computers running Windows and SQL Server. All of these
are elastic pay-as-you-go conception.
Infrastructure as a service (IaaS):
Here clients can buy processing, storage, and network services (typically using
a Web-based self-service tool) and then build their own systems on top of this
12
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infrastructure. Amazon and Rackspace is the best known IaaS. While clients
have the illusion that they are renting specic servers, network switches, and hard
drives, this equipment is in fact simulated by virtualization software, allowing
multiple clients to be served by the same physical device.
Private cloud:
This cloud is very secure and is used by a single organization or single company.
It is very expensive, and nothing will be shared for third party
Public cloud
Figure 2.2: Private cloud
This cloud can be used any one, the cloud provider makes available everything
public, example of this cloud is Facebook, Google and etc. here a group of people
can use this cloud, but you don't know who are using. Hybrid cloud
Hybrid cloud is a combination of public cloud and private cloud. If user
13
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Figure 2.3: Public Cloud
wants to share data he can share if not he can stop. So this cloud is very popular
because of this reason. Cloud computing is a major aim for data intensive
Figure 2.4: Hybrid Cloud
computing, as it allows scalable processing of massive amount of data. It is a
promising next-generation computing paradigm given its many advantages such
14
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as scalability, reliability, elasticity, high avail-ability, and low cost [5].
2.2 DATA INTENSIVE COMPUTING
Data intensive computing is managing, analysing, and understanding data at
volumes and rates that push the frontiers of current technologies. Data intensive
computing facilitates human understanding of complex problems. Data intensive
applications provide timely and meaningful analytical results in response to
exponentially increasing data complexity and associated analysis requirement of
new classes of software, hardware, and algorithms.
Bayesian compression and aggregation method [6] is successfully applied in
many dierent elds such as computer science, genetics, business, economics,
imaging, epidemiology and political science. The compression and aggregation
schema is compresses each partition into a synopsis and aggregates the synopsis
into an overall estimate without accessing the raw data. This schema can nd
applications in OLAP for data cubes, cloud computing and stream data mining.
It saves computation time when it processes each partition only once and it allows
parallel processing.
The proposed C and A scheme is well suited for performing Bayesian analysis
on bulky datasets in the cloud. For example, the compression and aggregation
phases in a C and A scheme match the mapping and reducing stages, respectively,
of the well-known Map Reduce algorithmic framework for cloud computing.
15
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Data-intensive computing [4] is managing, analysing, storing, acquiring and
understanding the data at volumes and rates that push the frontiers of current
technologies. Data-intensive computing facilitates human understanding of
dicult problems. Data-intensive applications provide timely and meaningful
analytical results in response to exponentially growing data complexity and
associated analysis requirements through the development of new classes of,
software, hardware and algorithms.
Figure 2.5: Without Cloud
2.2.1 DATA PROCESSING PIPELINE
As Figure shows, processing pipelines start with large data volumes with low
information content. The subsequent processing steps in the pipeline reduce
this data to create relatively small datasets rich in information and suitable for
visualization or human understanding.
The researchers capture and stored the raw data that originates from a
16
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scientic instrument or a simulation. The rst stage of processing typically
applies techniques to reduce the data's size by removing noise or by indexing,
summarizing, or marking it up so that downstream analytics can manipulate it
more eciently. Second stage: These algorithms create information or knowledge
that humans or further computational processes can digest.
Map Reduce distributes data and processing across clusters of commodity
computers and processes the data in parallel locally at each node. In this way,
massively parallel processing can achieve using clusters that comprise thousands
of nodes. In addition, the supporting runtime environment provides transparent
fault tolerance by automatically duplicating data across nodes and detecting and
restarting computations that fail on a particular node. The rst challenge to
data-intensive computation is the incoming data, obtained from multiple sources,
types, scales, and locations with varying degrees of quality and reliability. [4]
The basic problem is basically huge amount of data is stored in distributed data
centres. When one job needs several datasets located in dierent data centres, the
moving of data become a challenge task. So here Workow technologies [5] are
facilitated to automatize these scientic applications. Scientic workows are
commonly very dicult. They usually have a large number of jobs and required
a long time for execution. Presently, popular scientic workows are display in
grid systems because they have very high performance and big storage. However,
building a grid system is very expensive and it is not available for scientists all
over the world to use.
The emergence of cloud computing technologies gives a novel way to develop
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scientic workow in the systems. Cloud computing is proposed as the next
generation of IT platforms that can be deliver computing as a kind of utility. Foster
et al. done a comprehensive comparison of grid computing and cloud computing.
Some of the features of cloud computing also meet the requirements of scientic
workow systems.
Firstly, cloud computing systems can provide high performance and huge
storage required for scientic applications in the same way as the grid systems, but
with a lower infrastructure construction cost among many other features, because
cloud computing systems are composed of data centres which can be clusters of
commodity hardware. Secondly, cloud computing systems oer a new paradigm
that scientists from all over the world can integrate and conduct their research
together. Cloud computing systems are based on completely Internet, and so
are the scientic workow systems deployed on the cloud. Dispersed computing
facilities (like clusters) at dierent institutions can be viewed as data centres in
the cloud computing platform. Scientists can upload their data and launch their
applications on scientic cloud workow systems from anywhere in the world via
the Internet. As all the data are managed on the cloud, it is easy to share and
distribute the data among scientists.
When one job needs to process data from dierent data centres, moving
data becomes a challenging task [7]. Some application data are too large to
be distributing eciently, some may have exact locations that are not feasible
to be moved and some have to be located at xed data centres for processing,
but these are only one view of this challenge. In this paper [5] they are using
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k-means clustering. Scientic workows can be very complex, one task require
many database for execution and one database may need many tasks, here the
database and tasks are dependents to each other.
Managing and processing exponentially increasing data volumes often are
arriving in time-sensitive streams from arrays of sensors and instruments or as the
outputs from the simulations; and signicantly reducing data analysis cycles so
that researchers can make timely decisions. Data intensive computing [8] is mainly
concerned with creating scalable solutions for capturing, analysing, managing and
understanding multi-terabyte and petabyte data volumes.
Simply capturing the data at the rates it is emitted from a complex simulation,
high resolution instrument or high-speed network is alone a challenging problem.
To address this, the rst stage of processing typically applies techniques to reduce
the data in size, or process it so that it can be more eciently manipulated by
downstream analytics [9].
The challenge of data analysis in a scenario where data is stored across a local
cluster and cloud resources. Here they are describing a software framework to
enable data-intensive computing with cloud bursting that is: using a combination
of compute resources from a local cluster and a cloud environment to perform
Map-Reduce type processing on a data set which that is geographically distributed.
Our evaluation is with three dierent applications shows that data-intensive
computing with cloud bursting is feasible and scalable too. Particularly, as
comparing with the situation where the data set is stored at one location and
processed using resources at that end [10].
19
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Many applications are already taking hours to days of computation time to
process the data to the day, and it will take much longer over time as the
data volume grows. Such big processing delays put Enter-prises at competitive
disadvantages since they cannot react fast enough.
Cloud could provide a much more reliable and secure infrastructure than most
Enterprises could aord. For example like Amazon has multiple data centers and
each data center also has multiple backup power generators. Amazon also has
strong security measures to guard against not only physical security breach but
also hacker attacks [11]
Due to the explosive increase in the amount of information in computer
systems, we need a type of system which it can process large amounts of data
eciently. Cloud computing system is an ecent means to achieve this capacity
and has spread throughout the world.
Hybrid cloud environments, users can access public clouds and private clouds
[12]; private clouds are secure clouds built using the secure resources of the user
company, and public clouds can provide scalable resources if the user pays metered
rates. Combining these clouds can address shortcomings related to safety and
scalability. For data-intensive jobs, hybrid clouds are appropriate. For increasing
amounts of data, hybrid clouds can provide secure and scalable processing.
Performance and cost must be balanced. We will increase speed, but the
metered cost will also be greater. In contrast, if these jobs are processed using
private cloud resources al-most exclusively, users will not have to pay metered
rates, but the job execution time will be longer. Thus, we need a system that
20
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can determine optimal job placement based on cost limitations and necessary
performance to ensure ecient processing in hybrid cloud environments.
Public clouds can be used through the Internet, and users can use cloud services
scalable if they pay metered rates to the cloud provider. [13] Getting the right cloud
provider that minimizes the amount of transferred data and maximizes the global
throughput is a major issue.
Every site has dierent computational capabilities and data storage, and
the input datasets are replicated among them with the assumption that most
data-intensive applications have large amount of input datasets [14].
Sending the job nearer to its input data might not be proper to meet the
application deadlines because of the huge output data produced by the application,
which might be transferred back to another cloud site.
Figure 2.6: Without Cloud
The emergence of the cloud's pay-as-you-go model, users are increasingly
storing portions of their data remotely and allocating compute nodes on-demand
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to meet deadlines.The elasticity of clouds for dierent services, including a
transactional data store , data-intensive web services, a cache that accelerates
data-intensive applications [15], and for execution of a bag of tasks.
The ability to control the distribution and placement of the computation units
(workers) is critical in order to implement the ability to move computational
work to the data. This is required to place data network transfer low and in
the case of commercial Clouds the monetary cost of computing the solution is
low. The heterogeneity and evolution of large-scale distributed systems, the
fundamentally distributed nature of data and its exponential increase collection,
storing, processing of data, it can be argued that there is a greater premium
than ever before on abstractions at multiple levels. The emergence of Clouds as
important distributed computing infrastructure, we need abstractions which can
support existing and emerging programming models for Clouds. Inevitably, the
unied concept of a Cloud is evolving into dierent avours and implementations





MapReduce is a programming model which Google has used successfully for
processing its big-data [17]. A map function extracts some intelligence from
raw data. A reduce function aggregates according to the data outputed by the
map. Users specify the computation in terms of a map and a reduce function,
Underlying runtime system automatically parallelizes the computation across
large-scale clusters of machines, and Underlying system also handles machine
failures, ecient Communications, and performance issues [18]
There are 4 steps in Map Reduce
 Splitting of data
 Passing the output of map functions to reduce functions.
 Sorting the inputs to the reduce function based on the intermediate keys.
23
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 Quality of services.
Figure 3.1: MapReduce
At Google, MapReduce operation are run on a special le system called Google
File System (GFS) [19] that is highly optimized for this purpose. GFS is not open
source. Doug Cutting and Yahoo! reverse engineered the GFS and called it
Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS).The software framework that supports
HDFS, MapReduce and other related entities is called the project Hadoop or
simply Hadoop. This is open source and distributed by Apache.
3.2 Hadoop
The objective of this tool is to support running application on big data with the
help of map and reduce function.It is open source software that uses cluster of
commodity machines to process large amount of data.
Here the big data [20] can store powerful computation but whenever the data is
24
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Figure 3.2: Concept of Hadoop
lower then it uses traditional systems. If the data size increases then the traditional
system fails.
So here we are using Hadoop concept to solve this problem. Hadoop is the
object of the tool, it is support running application on big data.
Figure 3.3: Slave in Hadoop
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Hadoop is a set of tools like map reduce [21], le system hbase and etc. Hadoop
is a Linux based set of tools, so we have Linux on this entire low cost computer.
This entire computer will have two components of hadoop.
 Task tracker
 Data nodes
Task tracker is to process the small pieces of task that have been given to a
particular node.Data node manages the pieces of data that have been given to a
particular node.
Figure 3.4: Hadoop
Hadoop is a batch processing set of tools. The above components, task tracker
and data node belongs to slaves.
The goal of job tracker is to break bigger tasks into smaller pieces, to send
each small pieces of computation to task tracker. The task tracker after nishing
its work sends back the results to applications.
26
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Figure 3.5: Fault Tollerance in Hadoop
The "name node" running on master is responsible to keep an index of which
data is responsible and data node when application contacts the name node. It
tells the application in which computer its data is stored.
3.2.1 Fault tolerance
Job tracker will detect failures. When one node fails then the process is given to
the neighbour node. So here the user does not lose data. The data will be safe.
Hadoop keeps two masters, main master and backup master. If main master fails
the backup master will do all processing in the computer. It is highly scalable, this
system consists of 1 computer or 100 computers and the scalable cost is linear.
27
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Previously there were many techniques applied on the big data. But none of
them are fully successful. The techniques were XML Schema, scientic workows
techniques and pipeline techniques. XML schema is applicable only on small
database, and scientic workows are taking long time to execute the applications.
But here we have applied Hadoop model, this model overcomes all the drawbacks
of previous technologies and it will provide many features like high throughput,
highly fault tolerance etc.
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